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ON HUAAANIZING FORENSICS
The six essays in ike following symposium explore how we might nurture
the elements of human dignity within the forensics enterprise. Nothing
stands still; forensics will change. How can we direct this change in ways
which will further the humanistic impulse, the vision of the untruncated
human being whose moral and intellectual capacities are worthy of respect
and development? How can we humanize forensics?
RECAPTURING THE RHETORICAL DIMENSION:
DEBATING IN CAMPUS FORUMS
Kurt W. Ritter
A few years ago a wag among debate coaches characterized the novice
debater with this verse: "Three signs mark the beginning struggler: the
screamer, the pounder, and the flow-sheet juggler." Today many "varsity"
debaters do not advance beyond such behavior, except that they uSuaUy
balance their enormous note pads. The reason for this arrested development
lies not so much with the debaters as with the "forensic community" which
has removed college debate from the hurly-burly world of public contro
versy to quiet, deserted college classrooms. The disappearance of pubhc
student debates from campuses is a recent development in the history of
American higher education—and it can be traced to the simple fact that
college contest debate, as presently practiced, is irrelevant to the intel
lectual activities of a university community. Contest debate has evolved
into a closed activity, comprehensible only to the initiated and enlightening
to none.
What has happened to reduce a once popular public event on campus
to a closet activity? College debate simply lost its ability to draw an
audience. To regain its important role in undergraduate education, college
debate must recapture its rhetorical dimension. It must put humans back
into debate in place of voice machines and computer judges. To humanize
forensics we need to accept tlie risks of "going public," for along with the
audience will come an insistence on rational discussion of human problems
and ideals—a quality sorely missing in tournament debates. This call
for debating before audiences is not an appeal for non-competitive forensics
activities; a debate is inherently competitive. In fact, public debate
should encomage competition—a competition of ideas, arguments, and
clarity of expression, rather than of "sub-structure," "extensions," and
"debate strategy."
Kurt Ritter is Director of Debate at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-
paign.
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The ills of today's contest debating are merely symptoms of the disease
of isolation. Neither the superficial nor the substantive deficiencies
of tournament debating would long continue in a series of campus forums.
Within its closed environment contest debate has become an elaborate game
with pseudo-arguments and specialized tactics which operate to impede,
if not prohibit, reahstic debate. In the championship debate at the DSR-
TKA National Conference a debate team from a major university seriously
claimed to be debating about our national energy policy as they proposed
a plan for fire sprinklers in every American home—thus, allegedly reducing
a waste of energy. Significantly, one member of the judging panel actually
voted them the winner. This incident is not unusual; in fact, the problem
of irrelevant debate cases has become so widespread that the directors of
Wayne State University's excellent audience debate tournament have to
warn participants that while "narrow and unusual interpretations of the
proposition may be acceptable at standard intercollegiate tournaments,' they
offend audiences who expect to hear an intelligent debate on the propo
sition. Such sham debates leave the Detroit audiences "baffled and
generally unhappy with the debate program."
Debaters play out a similar meaningless game over the pseudo-argument
of "inherency." Here the issue shifts from "should we adopt this poUcy"
to the irrelevant question of whether it is remotely possible to affect the
policy "within the present system." Soon the debate centers on the elastic
quality of the federal bureaucracy, rather than the merits of tire policy.
The debaters race "down the flow" disputing whether we could conceivably
control energy or end poverty without the particular plan of the affirmative
team, while fundamental questions of value and poHcy go ignored. The
comparative advantages case, originally introduced to avoid the unreaHstic
issue of inherency, has simply generated a whole new set of pseudo-argu
ments. Freed from any responsibility to an audience, debaters waste their
time on such nonsense issues as "uniqueness, attitudinal inherency,
"quantitative significance," ad nauseam.
Unfortunately the most frequent criticisms leveled at contest debate
deal with superficial problems, but these too would be eradicated by de
bating before campus audiences. Listeners simply will not tolerate the
rapid-fire delivery, the inartistic and repetitious recitation of case outlines,
the stilted jargon, and the plain nastiness which typify tournament debates.
On the whole, debate directors seem unusually reluctant to open debates
to an audience. The American Forensic Association, for example, resolved
at its 1973 annual meeting that "attracting and pleasing audiences is not
the sole or primary goal of American educational debate. In fact, to do so
at the expense of soimd argument, is to be deplored. While the dangers
of debaters pandering to listeners' prejudices or by-passing sound reasoning
are potential problems in any debate, whether in a tournament or in a
campus forum, faculty members who supervise a college s debate activities
ought to be able to enforce high standards of argumentation, fa any event,
the benefits of public debate forums on campus outweigh the risk of shabby
practices, for in the public forum the debater must at least pass the test
of common sense applied by his audience. Too many debate coaches have
accepted the notion that by removing their students from the public view,
they can teach "pure," undistorted argumentation. Actually, removing
debate from the public forum eliminates accormtability for debate programs
and creates a private debate world—a tiny sub-culture in American educa
tion unconnected with reality.
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Despite the set-backs inflicted by tournaments, debate exhibits an
irrepressible vitality on college campuses. Public forums continue to
respond to pressing issues, whether or not the "debate team" participates.
Unfortunately, the level of public discourse at such forums often suffers
because the debate coach has abdicated his responsibihty for argumentation
outside of contests. Extremely encouraging signs, however, are appearing
at several colleges. At Western Illinois University the debate team pre
sented three Lincoln-Douglas debates during the 1973-74 school year,
including a debate between a nuclear engineer and a college debater on the
issue of nuclear power plants. Texas Christian University's debate coach
arranged for faculty members to debate issues such as consensual sex, and
discontinuance of military support for Israel. At the University of Illinois,
the Department of Speech Communication re-established its annual series of
campus forums which involved seven major debates on such questions as
amnesty, the Equal Rights Amendment, and censorship of pornography.
Half of the Illinois forums were intercollegiate events, including public
debates with Indiana University and DePauw University. In all, over 1500
students attended the Illinois debates. Similar campus forums are being pre
sented by the debate teams at Mississippi State University, Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville, and the University of Detroit. Other institutions
have a long tradition of campus debating, including Yale University, the
University of Pittsburgh and Louisiana State University. No doubt there
are many more such schools and their numbers should be increasing. These
models will not be appropriate for all campuses—^but the opportunity for
public debate forums exists at almost any college.
A variety of formats can be used, but the crucial aspect of campus
debating is that it must reflect a real shift in priorities within the debate
program. A campus debate series is futile if it is added as a cosmetic
coating to a debate program primarily concerned with travelling and
winning trophies. Public debating should become the model for college
debaters. New students should continue to attend local tournaments in order
to learn the fundamentals of debate and to acquire experience; but they
should debate as if an audience were present. The specialized delivery
skills and pseudo-arguments of contest debating would be of no use to
these students. A debate tournament, after all, is just a convenient form
of intense practice debating—practice for real debates in the public forum.
By returning debate to the public arena, speech departments and debate
coaches can also return the debate program to a central place in the intel
lectual life of their campus. Over 230 years ago a young student debated
one of the fundamental questions of his day in a forensic disputation at
Harvard College. In that debate Sam Adams prepared for his long career as
American spokesman as he argued that "it is lawful to resist the supreme
magistrate if the commonwealth cannot otherwise be preserved." Where
would Sam Adams debate today?
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TOWARD HUAAANIZING DEBATE
Randall Fisher and Kassian Kovalcheck
On the first page of his book Reflections on the Human Condition, Eric
Hoffer argues that "the performance of the expert strikes us as instinctual
or mechanical. It is a paradox that, although the striving to master a skill
is supremely human, the total mastery of a skill approaches the nonhuman."
Those who spend a sizable portion of their lives listening to intercollegiate
debates must be struck by the implications of Hoffer's observation. As the
number of sample cases and card catalogues expands, as fifth rebuttal
response analysis proliferates, as rapid delivery increases, and as simplistic
analysis and evidence multiplies, intercollegiate debate and debaters lose
their humaneness. As we become more proficient in the narrowing areas
of skills open to intercollegiate debate, we lose sight of the broader concerns
of communication and humanistic activity. Tbis is neither to condemn
debate nor to claim that it has deteriorated. Tournament debate has long
been subject to criticism—occasionally even abuse. The fact that it has
thrived indicates the probability that debate continues to contain more
pedagogical virtues than vices. It is difficult, however, not to deplore the
tendency toward simplistic conclusions and sketchy development of complex
matters that contemporary rebuttal periods so often provide.
The immediate causes of simplistic approaches to complex problems are
(1) the desire to achieve breadth of argument so that when one position
fails, victory can be attained through another, and (2) the overwhelming
need for efficiency. The ultimate causes are, however, more deeply rooted.
Whatever happens in a tournament round is inevitably that which is per
mitted, if not formally taught, by the judges .and teachers of debate. We
submit that we have different standards for debate than we have for other
speech education. Even if we claim that debate is a special or unique exer
cise, we would be hard pressed in justifying its divorce from the ethic, the
theory, the practice taught in the rest of our curriculum. In the classroom,
we have begun to express a deep concern with the nature and effects of
nonverbal communication with the realization that we cannot avoid com
municating. In the competitive debate, on the other hand, we discipline our
selves so as not to permit our decisions to be influenced by the loud, rapid,
high-pitched sounds that emanate from the machines at the lectern. In
the classroom, we emphasize the differences between oral and written com
munication, insisting that the speakers must be aware that large gaps may
exist between what they think they've said and that which auditors perceive.
In competitive debate, however, we have increased the practice of poring
over evidence after the debate is over because we could neither absorb it
nor evaluate it during the oral communication.
The narrow specialization—even perhaps inbreeding—of tournament
debate has acted to dehumanize debate while the broader discipline of oral
communication has become more humanized. Howard Pelham, addressing a
similar problem in the Spring, 1974, issue of Speaker and Gavel, concluded
that changes in format would be a desirable step. Unquestionably he is
correct in that certain problems in debate can be approached by mechanical
Randall M. Fisher is Associate Professor of Speech and Kassian A. Kovalcheck
is Assistant Professor of Speech at Vanderbilt University.
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change. In fact, the inhumanity of debate might be reduced by providing
a greater variety of speech activities within its framework. We would be
forced to teach a fuller spectrum of the art and science of our discipline, if,
occasionally at least, we had tournaments with a to-be-used-once resolution
or if we have different formats or if we had different auditors. The tourna
ment director, however, who offered such changes would have few or no
entrants. Most coaches recognize current hmitations in intercollegiate de
bate; most would like debaters to develop the best communicative practices,
but time spent in varied activity is time taken from preparation for entrance
into the National Debate Tournament. This does not suggest that the NDT
is an evil force, but coaches and debaters are understandably reluctant to
take time away from preparation for the single debate tournament that
conveys status.
Any attempt at reform need not reduce either the merit or the status of
the NDT; reform should, rather, add status to additional and varied ap
proaches to debate. Under current practices, a debate coach is unlikely
to request his or her debaters spend less time in the hbrary, spend less time
drilling on argument blocks, spend less time working on efficiency of lan
guage (even if that efficiency may lead to superficiality). The best means
of promoting instruction in the full breadth of rhetorical theory and skill
would be to have multiple debate topics—not a second topic for the second
semester. Two topics would simply demand twice the effort to achieve the
same level of simplistic analysis. A better approach is to hold single-topic
tournaments after the NDT season is over, and this can only be achieved
by holding the NDT earlier in the year. If the NDT were held early in
February, debaters would stUl derive the advantages of the thorough and
complete examination of a single, broad, critical policy question. Debaters
and coaches could devote the needed time for rigorous analysis, drill on
arguments, and an examination of a variety of alternatives to the problem.
Simply because a single topic offers advantages in time, analysis, and the
opportunity for teaching, this does not mean that those advantages are aU
inclusive or that we can reasonably expect those advantages to stretch over
an eight-month debate season. If we held the NDT earlier, we could, in the
second part of the year, provide debate tournaments with different topics,
varied formats, and new teaching approaches. The major way to humanize
debate is to make sure that debaters and coaches lack the time to make
debate mechanical and non-human. Holding the NDT earher and providing
multiple topics for the rest of the season might produce the best of debate
experiences: debaters skilled in analysis and research and teachers who
maintain the same standards in debate that are normally reserved for then-
speech fundamentals classes.
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Many commentators on forensics and speech communication have
addressed themselves in recent years to issues concerning the relevance,
legitimacy, and educational values of intercollegiate debating.
Now it happens that nearly every one of the participants in these dis
cussions describes academic debating at what I will refer to as the Super-
Competitive, National Prestige Oriented (SCONPO) level, that is, debating
generally found on the "national circuit" and the NDT. Suggestions on how
to eliminate debating's shortcomings have mainly centered on the national
circuit; few people have taken the time to consider the future of the
non-SCONPO forensics program.
It would be impossible for me categorically to define a "non-SCONPO
forensics program." Instead, I will present several observations about the
status of these programs and, in doing so, define non-SCONPO programs as
those that seem to fit into one or more areas of the following generalized
description.
1. Most non-national circuit programs concentrate on intercollegiate
debating, with individual events and other forensic activities considered
outside the main scope of the program.
2. Some SCONPO programs have grown to the point where they can
send teams to both championship and local tournaments on the same week
end. Thus success at even local tournaments is becoming more infrequent
for the non-SCONPO school.
3. Topic interpretations, case analysis and argumentation, and tourna
ment jargon advance so rapidly that teams not on the circuit virtually every
weekend cannot keep up with the changes. The budget limitations of the
non-SCONPO programs keep them from attending tournaments evey week
end, so these teams get further and further behind as the season progresses.
4. Scholarships and other recruiting incentives (including the extensive
travel and larger budgets offered by tbe national program) virtually elimi
nate any chance for meaningful change in the present forensic power struc
ture.
5. Many coaches on the national circuit seem to be becoming elitists—
some to the point of downgrading the importance of the non-SCONPO
programs. In turn, many forensics directors in the non-SCONPO programs,
becoming disgnmtled and disillusioned, are beginning to attack the success
ful coaches, when in reality they would like to be in the SCONPO coaches'
places.
It is my thesis, then, that the directors of non-SCONPO programs need to
change their basic philosophy towards intercollegiate forensics and mold
their programs to fit more closely their own resources and the needs of their
students. The best method of meeting our current crisis is through program
innovation and re-direction. Let me divide my comments here into two
major areas: suggestions for some structural and philosophical changes on
the intercollegiate level and then some suggestions for enlarged on-campus
activities.
Charles L. Montgomery is Director of Forensics at Clemson University.
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1. More emphasis needs to be placed on the development o£ individual
events. More tournaments should include individual events in the schedules;
events need to be weighted fairly in granting awards and sweepstakes points,
and more tournaments should be designed for events only. In any case, we
need to provide opportunities for intercollegiate competition to many more
students than we are now reaching. (A short warning: we must not allow
our zeal for winning to cause tournaments like the I.E. Nationals to degen
erate into the same cut-throat affairs some of our major national debate
tournaments have become.)
2. The forensic profession must take the lead in developing and publi
cizing newer and innovative forms of competition. The Black Hills Debate
by Mail, the Southwestern Off-Topic series. North Dakota's Protagoras
Memorial Tournament, and the Dippikill Tournament at SUNY-Alhany have
provided us with some exciting new forms of expression.
3. It may become desirable to divide intercollegiate forensics into dif
ferent classes of competition, much like the sports divisions of the NCAA
and many state high school programs. In tliis manner schools could compete
with other schools on the same general level of competence. The division
system will not eliminate all inequalities in the levels of competition, but
it could provide students in non-SCONPO programs with a greater chance
for achievement.
4. If there is no national effort to equalize competition, individual pro
gram directors should sponsor limited invitation tournaments to accomplish
the same goal. They would work like the Tournament of Champions or
Heart of America in reverse; the championship teams would not be invited.
Some smaller tournaments are operating on tins principle now, but an
expansion of this effort is needed to provide more schools with a chance
for meaningful competition where none existed before.
While some of these changes in intercollegiate competition may help most
non-SCONPO programs, for others the changes will do nothing. A lively
on-campus program might be the answer. The non-SCONPO director might
consider:
1. A revival of the traditional campus debating society for periodic
debates on important campus, community, and national issues can bring
many students in contact with debating. These societies would especially
attract students who don't have the time or desire to research the national
proposition.
2. On-campus platform debates with visiting schools are certainly worth
considering.
3. Local speech, oratory, and interpretation contests can provide forensic
opportunities for a number of students who are not interested in debating.
4. Sponsoring or jointly sponsoring a mock United Nations, state legis
lature, or U.S. Senate can provide students with an excellent chance to
debate important issues without leaving campus for an entire weekend.
5. A series of public forums utilizing short mini-speeches by interested
students and staff can serve as an outlet to campus opinion as well as a
worthwhile speaking experience.
6. Finally, the traditional speakers bureau approach can still be used
to provide forensics students with speaking experience at campus and com
munity organizations.
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In summary, let me make it elear that I am not discounting the worth of
the SCONPO approach to intercollegiate forensics. In fact, some of the
most successful nationaUy-oriented debate programs have very active and
innovative on-campus activities. In addition, there seems to be some empiri
cal evidence that the SCONPO approach is valuable to those students who
are fortunate enough to compete at that level. But that isn't my point.
My point is that the goals and values of the non-SCONPO programs must
be considered just as important as the goals and values of the nationally
competitive programs. Some programs can operate at both levels, but for
those that can't a basic change in philosophy is needed. Directors must
realize that an excellent forensics program can be developed on the campus
of a school that never attends an intercollegiate tournament. But better still,
the non-SCONPO schools with their strength in numbers can mold forensics
to fit their own special needs and interests. The time for change is now, and
the non-SCONPO directors must take the lead in re-orienting their own
programs.
Once this goal is accomplished, and these forensics directors accept
their programs as being important, they can stop worrying about their iden
tity, put competition in its proper perspective, and start providing a varied
and meaningful educational experience for their forensics students.
rat-a-tat-tat
Ralph Tcwne
Rather than helping the student become "the good person skilled in
speech" or even the clever person skilled in argumentation, contemporary
intercollegiate debating often seems hell-bent on training students to be the
sophisticated computer skilled in spewing reams. While our debate theory
would argue for the superiority of quality of argument over quantity of
argument, our practice frequently reverses the relationship. Quantity rules
quality. And, in the process of this reversal, our debaters (and later I shall
argue, judges as well) are forced ever more and more to become machines.
What are some of the current difficulties in debate?
One difficulty with current debate is in the nature of the propositions we
select. Given last year's topic, for instance, we either had to require that
our affirmative debaters solve the whole complex energy problem in one
half-hour of speaking time, or that they select a restricted and "strange"
interpretation of the general topic to catch the negative off-guard. That is,
the affirmative could "go broad and spread the negative," or they could "go
narrow and try to fool the negative."
The first alternative was absurd on the face of it, but if taken, required so
much in each speech that only a well-programmed computer could present
it. By the time the negative added its plan workability and plan disadvan
tages arguments to all the arguments the affirmative presented to cover the
Ralph Towne is Associate Professor of Speech and Director of Forensics at
Temple University.
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broad topic, the situation for both sides was impossible. It took, and did
produce, automatons to debate tlie many issues advanced.
The second alternative, the strange interpretation, used to work a number
of years ago against even the best of negative teams. This is no longer the
case. Now, even the slightly better than average negatives can be prepared
with enough information to "spread" the affirmative. The same end product
results—a debate presented much too fast to evaluate qualitatively and a
machine-like presentation of great quantities of yellow shme.
A second difficulty is the use of certain restrictions placed on the debater,
like severe time limits, that stem from both tradition and practical reasons.
Tradition says we have two people per side who each make a ten-minute
constructive and a five-minute rebuttal speech. Practically, this makes sense.
How else, unless we limit debates to an hour, can there be enough debates
in a day and a half or two to select the best of fifty, seventy-five, or a hun
dred teams? With this severe restriction of format, along with requiring a
debater to participate in as many as five or six rounds in one day, the only
option for the debater is to be a well-programmed, well-oiled machine.
A third and more vicious difficulty is the requirement placed on judges.
To be sure Tournaments "nm on schedule," we force oiuselves to render
instant judgments. "You can take all the time you want to write criticism,
but turn in your white sheet with the win-loss and point decisions immedi
ately at the end of the round."
Surely, it is true that numbers of debates, maybe even most, can be judged
quickly. But there are also rounds in the octo, quarter, semi-final rounds
along with some rounds in the power-paired preliminaries that cannot be
so judged. Many issues with much evidence have been offered. Some time
for thought must be available if a valid judgment is to be rendered. Other
wise, the judge, too, becomes an automaton. The decision given either re
flects the greatest quantity rather than quality (after all it is faster to count
than to think) or it reflects a value judgment on one or two isolated issues.
Neither alternative is satisfactory.
What causes these difficulties?
We are asking the current debaters to debate propositions the quality of
which is tested by standards that were established long ago. Further, we
are holding rigidly to format and judging patterns that were sensible years
ago, but have outlived their usefulness. Third, we maintain a central
core of theory about advocacy that has been reasonably unchanged since the
18th century. The world has changed. Debate tlieory and practice has not.
We live in an age where simple answers to complex problems no longer
suffice. Two- or tbree-minute plans to solve the energy problem in tbe
United States are ludicrous. We live in an age that conceives of causal
relations wholly differently than formerly, if at all. Yet, our theory wants
inherency in direct causal terms argued, so we wiggle and groan our way
through the horrors of "attitudinal inherency" or other such linguistic
abominations. We live in an age where even the most unsophisticated under
graduate can have at his fingertips vast quantities of research. Our debaters
are now seen pushing their file boxes around in shopping carts.
Our age is one of speed, so we do not mind tlie debater training to become
"super-articulator" able to speak (?) at 750 words per minute. We, as
judges, will even train ourselves to "flow" the arguments and rationalize that
it is really acceptable as an academic exercise.
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What can we do to humanize our activity?
We must begin some vital research, hut in an organized way. This summer
we have started with the National Task Force. That's admirable. We must
get to work on our tournaments. If tournaments are to continue, and they
most assuredly will (for they are a way for a great deal of experience and
professional critiquing in a short time), we must begin to experiment on a
regular and controlled basis.
This does not mean to throw out all of the old until we have something
to substitute for it. It does mean that an organization like Delta Sigma Rho-
Tau Kappa Alpha could establish a research board to organize and direct
efforts at tournament experimentation. In tournaments run by member
schools, various rounds could be modified and evaluations could be made
of the results. This should be established on a three- to five-year basis with
the modifications of format increasing as data is gathered and lessons are
learned.
Finally, national certifying criteria should be estabhshed for debate
coaches and judges. Ultimately, the quality of debating depends directly
on the attitudes and standards of coaches and judges. As we insist on a
humaneness to the activity, the students will respond. First, however, data
must be collected on what the contemporary debate coach and judge reaUy
is like. Then, we can begin to take the steps necessary to move toward a
more satisfactory professionalism in our field. We must become professional
in the best sense of the word and strive to return to humane problem-solving
advocacy.
THE TOWN MEETING TRADITION AND
THE FUTURE OF FORENSICS
Herb Jackson
The present-day American citizen, as numerous polls have testified, feels
estranged from his government. Apathy, mistrust, and impotence are words
used so frequently to describe the American voter that such phrases have
taken on an aura of definitiveness and finality. Generally speaking, we are
aware of the emotional void between the government and the governed; we
accept that this void is real; and, as if to provide further evidence to this
truth, we shrug our shoulders in impotence when the matter of solutions is
broached.
To somehow affect the actual pohtical power of the individual citizen to
the point where he no longer feels impotent would require fundamental
political reform. The tradition of participatory democracy embodied in the
town meeting rarely exists outside of nostalgia. There does exist, however,
within the changing framework of academic debate a possibility for reviving
something of the feeling of self-direction which earlier forums supplied, a
possibihty for treating the problem of citizen estrangement at least symptom-
atically. While it is no surprise that large numbers of apathetic citizens
Herb Jackson coached high school debate for two years at Camdenton Senior
High School, Camdenton, Missouri. He is presently the Director of Campus and
Commimity Forums at the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana campus.
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avoid manifesting social or political concern, many Americans actively
participate in the programs of such organizations as service clubs, parent-
teacher organizations, women's groups and professional societies. Organiza
tions like the Rotary Club, the League of Women Voters, and the Junior
Chamber of Commerce have expressed goals that are in keeping with the
welfare of their community, state, or nation, and, therefore, represent a vast
number of informed, concerned citizens—audiences disposed to hearing a
fair assessment of both sides of a given public issue or problem. It is here
that college debaters can provide a real service.
The new trend in academic debate, returning to its earliest American
traditions, replaces the expert judge with a public assembly acting as jury
men. To persuade, or simply communicate with, a public assembly requires
a broad range of rhetorical skills. It becomes necessary then, for the debater
to come full circle, to shift from the technical process of tournament debate
back to the rhetorical demands of a speaker/audience relationship. Despite
such a change of focus, certain features of the debate process do not change.
Shifting the debate setting from one of "interscholastic sport" to public oral
advocacy, for example, does not alter the fact that academic debate is an
inherently competitive process. Neither does returning debate to a pubhc
arena lessen the emphasis on sound argument and rational discussion. How
ever, by including an active, participating audience in the debate process,
the scope of the process becomes much larger, and the objectives necessarily
broaden to accommodate the added element. When debate is used as a
critical instrument to probe public issues in a public setting, with a public
assembly functioning as jurymen, then it serves not only to broaden the
debater's educational experience but also to prompt citizen participation
in important goal-setting and decision-making.
In attempting to operationalize the objectives of the public forum, what
specific format will maximize the participation of both speaker and jury
man? Experience with public forums throughout the state of Illinois by
members of the University of IHinois debate organization suggests that five
conditions facilitate genuine pubhc discussion: (1) choice of topic, (2) form
of feedback, (3) character of setting, (4) size of audience, and (5) allotment
of time.
Rather than focusing exclusively on the national proposition, different
debaters research and analyze a number of different topics. While the hst
of topics originates from the squad—the quality of debating has often been
formd to be directly proportional to the involvement of the individual de
bater—the policy issues selected have had "headhne" appeal and have
ranged from questions of local to national concern. From the hst of topics
compiled, audiences select the particular question to be debated, which in
turn enhances the saliency of the question. Use of the shift-of-opinion
baUot serves not only as a means of obtaining feedback for the debater but
also as a formal vehicle for prompting judgmental input and criticism from
the audience. While jurymen should be given every possible opportunity for
written and oral interaction, the character and amount of oral participation is
somewhat dependent upon the last three conditions. In other words, charac
ter of setting, size of audience, and allotment of time determine the partic
ular type of debate format that is employed for any particular pubhc forum.
Small organizations hke local service clubs typically maintain an informal
atmosphere and, in conducting their business, strict parliamentary style is
frequently suspended. In this type of setting, a modified form of cross-
examination debate has proven highly successful. The direct verbal clash
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between speakers seems to encourage the same kind of oral responsiveness
from the audience. Once the ballot is completed, time must he allowed for
a direct "question and answer" session between jurymen and debaters. The
audience has now been stimulated for this participation, and experience has
shown that they are frustrated if the time element, or some other factor,
prevents the debate event from reaching its denouement. Often the best
debating occurs once the audience joins in the discussion.
With larger bodies, adhering to a manageable parliamentary format in
which speakers can be interrupted and made to yield the floor for direct
audience response seems to maximize interaction. In this particular situa
tion it is paramount that the speaker be skilled at maintaining contact with
an audience. If he slips into a "tournament" style of delivery, it is likely
that the audience will find him incomprehensible, and possibly discourteous.
Such debating militates against the desired atmosphere of free and open
exchange; at best it leaves the audience disinterested—at worst hostile.
The new vision of academic debate, freed from the constraints of the
tournament setting, combines the debate process as a critical instrument
with the most salient public issues and brings both to the public forum.
The speaker benefits because he must acquire a broader range of rhetorical
skills and is provided a "real" setting for using them. Similarly, the debate
provides the citizen with an opportunity to participate in a group process
that is in keeping with the best democratic traditions of the town meeting.
Obviously the establishment of trust between politician and constituent,
between the government and the governed, is outside the debater's sphere
of direct influence. It is, nevertheless, no small contribution to the solution
of this problem to provide an arena where the ordinary citizen may approach
questions of public policy in an active and influential manner.
14
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TOWARD A HUMANISTIC RESPONSE
TO THE INFORMATION EXPLOSION
Warren D. Decker
The gathering and utilization of information is an integral part of the
decision-making process. In as much as debate is a replica of this process it
must concern itself with the manipulation of information. Fortunately, the
amount of information available to a decision-maker has increased dramat
ically, but in response to this information "glut" debaters have been forced
to make serious and potentially harmful adaptations. It will be the purpose
of this essay to discuss the impact of this "glut" on intercollegiate debate.
AU or part of the following actions can be seen as reactions to this explo
sion of information; 1) multiple files, 2) spread debates, 3) low grades,
4) lack of evidentiary evaluation, 5) distorted evidence, 6) exotic affirmative
cases, 7) shallow analysis, 8) rapid delivery, and 9) disorganization.
Certain changes could and should be made to mitigate the problems
foisted upon debate by the information explosion. Indeed, debate as a
legitimate prototype of the decision-making process might readily contribute
solutions to this problem wherever encountered in any decision-maker's
world. Adam Yarmolinsky, Professor of Law at Harvard, discussed this
problem specifically in regard to technical information when he wrote.
It is commonplace fact tliat ours is a technically specialized society
in which the technology is every day becoming more specialized and
more intricate. One of the effects of this development is that the technical
information relevant to decision-making appears to be accessible to
decision-makers with diminishing facility and intelligibility. It might
seem to foUow from this situation that traditional decision-makers, in
both private and public institutions and agencies, suffer the risk of ig
noring the technicians or of being displaced by them. At the same time,
decision-making may become less and less subject to effective review
by those to whom decision-makers are responsible.^
If debate can respond in a meaningful way to this problem then perhaps
that response can be utilized in otlier areas requiring information handling.
Allow me a word of caution. One justification for debate as an academic
exercise is to allow untrained persons an opportunity to learn methods of
data handling. Any remedies must, therefore, be tempered to avoid creating
a type of debate which sluffs the problem rather than curing it.
Inherent within debate is the adversary method, a method which affords
us one scheme by which to improve data handling. Certain arguments as to
the quality and quantity of data which have been misused in the past might
be reformulated to allow a renewed effort of data control. If a point can
not be quantified, a debate critic must be prepared to listen to the argu
ments both pro and con. If there is a question of evidentiary validity, we
must be prepared to make judgment. The adversary scheme does, however,
lend itself to misuse, so caution is essential. Since it is humanly impossible to
Warren D. Decker is a Graduate Teaching Assistant at Temple University.
^Adam Yarmolinsky, "Responsible Law-Making in a Technically Specialized
Society," in The American Assembly: Law in a Changing America, ed. Geoffrey
G. Hazard, Fr. (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968), p. 97.
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handle even a substantial part of all information, the debater must be care
fully instructed, as is the lawyer, as to what information is necessary and
relevant to a decision and, furthermore, how to argue that position. The
debater should control the information as opposed to the information con
trolling the debater.
Currently several essentially similar means of information control are
being advocated. Definitional constrictions on the breadth of debate
topics and the utilization of narrowly worded topics are two positions being
considered. Advance notice from tournament directors as to what affirmative
approaches will be allowed is another response. These methods need to be
carefuUy thought out before implementation because we run the risk of
making debate even less a version of realistic decision-making. The cor
responding reduction in student-generated adaptation may lose valuable
insight into the ultimate solution to the problem. Also, with the institution
of such measures we are allowing the information to control debate, and
we lose sight of the fact that there are argumentative tools to prepare us
for our response to a broad topic other than just a full file box.
Another alternative urged by some is to limit the number of arguments
and amount of evidence in any given debate. The consequences of such a
move would be disastrous. Decision-making should attempt to account for
as much as possible of the information and argument relevant to a given
issue.
A potential approach to the incorporation of all data relevant to a given
decision is a systematic approach advocated by highly competent members
of the forensics community. The systematic evaluation of information is
desirable. Realize, however, that a system is only as good as its information
and the human being operating the system. Yarmolinsky in a discussion of
the Program Planning and Budgeting System—PPBS, indicates that PPBS
has,
.  . . built in disadvantages as well as advantages. What can be quanti
fied tends to be more highly valued than what cannot be. PPBS can also
result in the fallacy of abstraction—^where information in quantitative
form is treated as more reliable than it may deserve to be.^
In short the systematic control of information may also be subject to pitfalls.
The problem of information control in debate or any decision-making
process must be considered, and whatever is done to eliminate the problem,
human considerations must play a paramount role. Collecting information
relating to human capacities to gather and disseminate information is as
important as the information that is gathered and disseminated. Research
hopefully will generate fruther information that can teU us those human
capacities. Once available, that information must be utilized in order to
make debate a genuinely human activity.
° Ibid., p. 104.
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THEORETICAL ISSUES IN ACADEMIC DEBATE:
THE OBSTACLES TO DISCUSSION
David Zahefsky and Elliot Mincberg
The March, 1974, issue of Speaker and Gavel includes an essay by Ben
Jones and Jim Flegle concerning the final round of the 1973 National
Debate Tournament. Jones and Flegle observe that the final debate dis
played two very different conceptions of the nature of debate and the
obligations of the affirmative and the negative, and they lament the fact
that the final debate was not used to discuss the implications of these
differences in depth.
The differences in interpretation of the concepts of presumption, justifica
tion, and comparison of policy systems, as Jones and Flegle have described
them, are accurate. We believe that they have represented fairly the posi
tion taken by each team and the theory underlying each position. That
"the true implications of the hypothetical counterplan were never fully
developed in the final round," however, was the result not of negligence
but of a deliberate choice. Two factors dictated that choice.
The first factor involves the predispositions of intercollegiate debate
judges. Although we beheve that few judges use the debate round to reflect
their a priori views on the subject matter of the debate topic, we cannot say
the same for their views of debate theory. After several attempts at straight
forward presentation of "justification" arguments. Northwestern had con
cluded that many debate judges probably would give little or no weight to
them, even if well-developed. This conviction that judges were unwilling to
suspend their own beliefs on theoretical matters was substantiated further
by the "Booklet of Judges" prepared for the 1974 National Debate Tourna
ment. The booklet is replete with statements of what judges will or will not
'Tmy," irrespective of what occurs in a given debate. Statements that debate
inevitably is a comparison of policy systems, that the affirmative and nega
tive each must defend only one system, and that the present system must
be defended in terms of its achievement rather than its potential, are
illustrative of these predispositions. Often, otherwise excellent judges
merely disregard theoretical arguments advanced in a debate if the theory
conflicts with their own presuppositions.
If substantial numbers of judges approach a specific debate believing
that their theoretical judgments are to be imposed upon the debate rather
than derived from it, there is not much benefit in extensive discussion of
theory within the round. In the 1973 final debate, therefore, the negative
made the judgment that its theoretical position would be acceptable to
some members of the judging panel at the level of development that was
provided, and that other members of the panel would need to be convinced
to vote negative for other reasons, if at all.
Moreover, the constraints of limited time also discourage an extended
discussion of theoretical questions. With a finite amount of time available,
more time to discuss differences in theoretical perspective must be purchased
at the cost of less time to discuss the issues in the specific proposition. Such
David Zarefsky is Director of Forensics at Northwestern University. Elliot
Mincberg, a member of the 1973 NDT championship team, is a law student at
Harvard University.
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a purchase, however, well might prove unwise. Had the negative spent
several minutes explaining the assumptions underlying the claim that the
affirmative must carry each advantage, the arguments developed against
each advantage would have had less depth. It would have been easier for
the affirmative to respond to the negative attacks, re-establish each advan
tage, and thereby moot the negative's theoretical position—especially since
we believed that most judges would prefer to decide debates based on the
balance of advantages and disadvantages deriving from the proposition. It
would be a Pyrrhic victory for the negative to establish that all advantages
must be carried to justify the resolution, if the negative's paucity of other
attacks enabled the affirmative to carry each advantage, necessary or not.
The relative lack of emphasis given to the theoretical issue in the 1973
debate reflected a cost-benefit calculation about the effective use of the
negative's time.
Confronted with these strategic considerations, yet convinced that what
Jones and Flegle label the "comparison of policy systems" approach war
ranted theoretical attack. Northwestern deliberately chose the "hypothetical
counterplan" as the vehicle. We believe that "in the real world, pohcy is
decided not only by comparing the proposal with the present system but also
with all alternatives to the affirmative system," and hence that all advantages
which stem from parts of the resolution must be carried in order to justify
the adoption of the entire resolution. We expressed these beliefs in the
language of the hypothetical counterplan in order to avoid the undesir
able connotations of the "jusification" argument and to conserve time.
We supect that considerations similar to these would dictate a similar
de-emphasis of theoretical issues in most debates. These comments should
not be taken to imply disagreement with the concern of Jones and Flegle
that "we have not adequately discussed and debated the underlying theories,
rationales, etc., within our own system" of debate. If such issues are to be
discussed meaningfully in the course of a debate, the continued interest of
debaters in theory and an increased willingness of judges to evaluate
theoretical disputes objectively would seem to be crucial prerequisites.
But perhaps the individual debate round may not be the appropriate forum
for this discussion. We hope that the forensic community will encourage
the development of all appropriate forums—such as debate rounds, open
discussion programs at tournaments, convention papers and programs,
student contributions to journals, and so on—^in which the conflicting
assumptions of modern debate may be more productively discussed.
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LUTHER MARTIN AND A STRATEGY OF
DEFENSE AGAINST IMPEACHMENT
Theodore J. Walwik and Nicholas M. Cbipe
The effort to impeach Richard Nixon forced a reexamination of otlier
impeachment attempts. Of particular interest to rhetorical scholars is the
impeachment trial of Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase in 1805. The
successful strategy of defense developed by Chase's chief defense lawyer,
Luther Martin of Maryland, is a brilliant example of legal rhetoric and
is especially interesting in that there is some analogy to be drawn between
the effort of Martin and the more recent appeals of James St. Clair, President
Nixon's counsel. This paper will consider the work of Luther Martin in his
speech before the Senate.
In 1801, Thomas Jefferson was elected President of the United States,
and his party also commanded decisive majorities in the Congress. The
Federalists, although generally without power in the executive and legis
lative branches, were able to retain control of the judiciary by creating a
number of new judgeships and tlien, just before President Adams left office,
filling them with the party faithful. The Democratic-Republicans were
anxious to gain control of the judicial branch, but to do so they had to
find a way to get rid of some Federalists. A special target was Samuel Chase,
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court and a signer of the Declaration of
Independence. A decision was made to attempt to remove Chase by im
peaching him. Eight specific articles were drawn alleging that, on various
occasions in the year 1800, Chase allowed his political loyalties to dominate
his judicial function. Three specific trials were involved and all concerned
persons charged with treason or seditious libel pursuant to the Federalist
inspired Alien and Sedition Acts. In essence. Chase was charged with con
ducting the trials in such a way that the pohtical interests of John Adams
and the Federalists would be protected. More to the point. Chase was
"peculiarly obnoxious to the Republicans," having predicted "that under
Jefferson, 'our repubhcan constitution will sink into a mobocracy, the worst
of all possible governments.'
Chase chose Lntlier Martin as his chief defense attorney. Shortly after
admittance to the bar, Martin had married a daugliter of the celebrated
Indian fighter. Colonel Cresap. The Cresap family was extremely bitter
toward Thomas Jefferson for unjustly accusing Colonel Cresap of murdering
the family of the famous Indian Chief Logan. This family animosity was
doubtlessly transferred to Martin whose entire career was tempered by his
contempt for Jefferson. Martin's most severe denouncement of any man was
to indicate that he was "as big a scoundrel as Tom Jefferson.""
In 1774, Martin was appointed Commissioner for his county to oppose the
claims of Great Britain. In 1778, on the advice of Samuel Chase, Martin
Dr. Walwik is Professor and Chairman, Department of Speech and Theatre,
Slippery Rock State College. Dr. Cripe is Professor and Chairman, Department
of Speech, Butler University.
^ Samuel Eliot Morison. The Oxford History of the American People, (Oxford
Press: New York, 1965), p. 363.
" H. P. Coddard. "Luther Martin: Federal Bulldog," Maryland Historical
Society Publication, Vol. Ill (1887), no. 24, pt. 1, p. 13.
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was appointed Attorney-General of Maryland, an office he held until
1805.' His tenure was marked by vigorous prosecution (almost persecution)
of Tories. After serving in the Continental Congress in 1784 and 1785,
Martin attended the Constitutional Convention, but left without signing
the document.' The highhghts of his legal career were his successful defenses
of Samuel Chase in the impeachment trial in 1804 and of Aaron Bmr
in his treason trial in 1807.
Joseph Story, a contemporary of Martin and an Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court described him as ". . . about the middle size, a little bald,
with a common forehead, pointed nose, inexpressive eye, large mouth,
and well formed chin.'" He appeared generally unkempt and slovenly.
He wore large ruffle and lace cuffs, even though they were out of style,
which were frequently very dirty. Chief Justice Roger Taney noted in his
memoirs that Martin ". . . seemed to delight in using vulgarisms which were
never heard except among the colored servants or the ignorant and un
educated whites . . . He seemed to take pleasure in showing his utter dis
regard of good taste in his dress and language . . Story noted, "nothing
in his manner, voice, action, or language impresses. Of all men he is most
desultory, wandering, and inaccurate. Errors in grammar, and, indeed, an
rmexampled laxity of speech mark him everywhere."'
A characteristic of his speeches was their extreme length. He frequently
gave speeches lasting three hours and containing twenty-seven thousand
words or more, using long explanations and proofs. This habit was
especially trying to his contemporaries. William Pinckney, another outstand
ing lawyer of the day, said that Martin was "remarkably redundant" and
"remarkably deficient" in that he had "resorted to authorities without
number to support what nobody denies."' Martin read a great deal, pos
sessed a highly retentive memory, and seemed unwilling to allow even the
most minor point to shp by without clinching the argument then and there
from his vast store of information. At least that seems to be the implication
of remarks by Chief Justice Taney who commented on Martin: "He never
missed the strong points of a case; and, although much might have been
generally omitted, everybody who listened to him would agree that nothing
could be added . . Taney also noted, "He introduced so much extraneous
matter, or dwelt so long on unimportant points, that the attention was apt
to be fatigued and withdrawn . . . But these very defects arose in some
measure from the fullness of his legal knowledge. He had an iron memory,
and forgot nothing that he had read; and he had read a great deal on every
branch of the law, and took great pleasure in showing it when the case did
not require it."'°
Martin's success evidently did not come from his appearance or his power
as an orator, but rather from his keen mind and seemingly inexhaustible
' Ibid., p. 14.
' H. H. Hogan. Eight Great American Lawyers, (Oklahoma City: Harlow,
1923), p. 8.
'W. W. Story. Life and Letters of Joseph Story, (Boston: Little and Brown,
1851), Vol. I, pp. 163-164.
° S. Tyler. Memoir of Roger Brooke Taney, (Baltimore: Murphy, 1872), pp.
65-66.
' Story, p. 65.
® Goddard, p. 30.
° Tyler, p. 66.
"Tyler, p. 67.
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knowledge of the law. Tlais conclusion is supported by Goddard, who wrote,
.  . Martin won more by weight of precedent and by knowledge of law
than by personal eloquence.""^
The Senate of the United States met on Wednesday, January 2, 1805, to
try Samuel Chase. After hearing a statement by Justice Chase, a postpone
ment was granted until February 4, 1805, and on that date the trial began.
Sessions were held intermittently through the month of February and the
final vote acquitting Chase came on March 1, 1805.
The key to Chase's defense was the speech of Luther Martin on February
23, 1805. In defending Chase, Martin faced two severe problems. First,
his client was probably gudty of the acts which foiuied the basis of the
Bill of Impeachment. He had spoken intemperately from the bench, and that
could not be denied. Second, the Senate, sitting as a jury, was politically
hostile to Chase. The Federalists were outnumbered in the Senate twenty-
five to nine. Thus, Martin had to develop some strategy that would
succeed in overcoming the political advantage of the Jeffersonians while,
at the same time, asking for a favorable verdict despite the facts of the
case. And, of course, through it all, Martin was obliged to offer specific
refutation to the charges of the prosecutors.
Martin approached this task from a position of considerable personal
strength. As has been noted, he was a lawyer with a wide reputation for
his power and effectiveness. Regarding the specific matter of impeach
ment, he had been present at the Constitutional Convention and was, there
fore, fully aware of what was intended by the framers with respect to the
impeachment provision. At the outset of his speech, Martin took care to
remind his audience of his own direct knowledge of the Constitution by
referring to his presence (as well as that of at least two members of the
Senate) at the Constitutional Convention. This personal authority was a
key to the whole strategy of defense developed by Martin.
Central to the defense was the partisan nature of the matter. The
eharges had been brought largely as an expression of political hostility
between the Jeffersonians and the Federalists. Martin attacked the matter
by taking issue with the assertion of the prosecution that the Constitution
placed responsibility for conducting impeachment trials with the Senate
because "if any other inferior tribunal had been entrusted with tlie trial
of impeachment, the members might have an interest in the conviction of an
officer .. . in order to obtain his place; but that no Senator could have such
inducement."^
Martin responded indignantly that:
. . . I hold in contempt the idea, that the members of any tribunal,
would be influenced in their decision by so unworthy, so base a motive;
but what is there to prevent tiris Senate, more tlian any other court,
from being this influenced? Is there anything to prevent any member
of this Senate, or any of their friends, from being appointed to die
office of any person removed by their conviction?^'
Thus, Martin declared that political considerations were a potential
influence in this trial. In so doing, he made the politics of tlie matter an
" Goddard, p. 29.
^Report of the Trial of the Honorable Samuel Chase, (Baltimore: Butler
and Keating, 1805), p. 173.
" Report of Trial, p. 173.
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issue and, therefore, placed the Senators somewhat on the defensive. Then,
invoking his personal authority as one "in the convention in 1787" who,
therefore, knows "why this power was invested in the Senate," Martin
assured the Senators that:
In their integrity I have the greatest confidence. I have the greatest
confidence they will discharge their duty to my honourable chent
with uprightness and impartiahty."
Finally, Martin concluded this argument by assuring the Senate that
"I perfectly concurred" in the decision to make the Senate responsible for
impeachment trials because "this power could no where be more properly
placed . . .
In his attack upon the prosecution's explanation of the reason why the
Senate was charged with responsibility for the trial, Martin was clearly
attacking something of a straw man. His excursion into the irrelevant was
a shrewd one, however, for it gave him the opportunity to assert his personal
authority with respect to the nature of impeachment and to introduce
directly the political issue without charging the Senate with impropriety.
While it certainly did not remove aU political considerations from the
trial, the Martin strategy did serve to force the Senate to stand down a bit
from any overtly political action.
The second great strategic problem facing Martin was the fact that
Chase had spoken intemperately from the bench. If this was true, then how
was impeachment to be avoided? Again, Martin invoked his personal
authority and presumed knowledge of the intent of the framers with respect
to impeachment.
Referring to the constitutional stipulation that impeachment is "for
treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors,"" Martin proceeded
to claim that impeachment must be for an indictable offense.
There can be no doubt but that treason and bribery are indictable
offenses. We have only to enquire then, what is meant by high crimes
and misdemeanors. What is the true meaning of the word "crime?"
It is the breach of some law, whiclr renders the person, who violates it,
liable to punishment. There can be no crime committed where no
such law is violated."
The thrust of this argument was that the prosecution must show, and
Martin contended they had not, that Chase had broken some law and was,
therefore, guilty of an indictable offense.
Martin then extended his case by declaring:
.  . . while I contend that a Judge caimot be impeached except for a
crime or misdemeanor, I also contend that there are many crimes and
misdemeanors for which a judge ought not to be impeached, unless
immediately relating to his judicial conduct.'®
Martin offered a specific example, suggesting a judge might be moved by
a person's insolence to strike that person. Although the act would constitute
" Report of Trial, pp. 173-174.
Report of Trial, p. 174.
Constitution of the United States, Article II, Section 4
" Report of Trial, p. 175.
" Report of Trial, p. 176.
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an indictable offense, it would not be impeachable because it did not impair
the judge's abihty to perform his judicial function.
Martin offered one further extension.
I am ready to go further, and say, there may be instances of very high
crimes and misdemeanors for which an officer ought not to be impeached
and removed from office: the crimes ought to be such as relate to his
office or which tend to cover the person who committed them with
turpitude and infamy; such as shew there can be no dependence on
that integrity and honor which will secure the performance of his
official duties.^®
Thus, Martin charged the Managers for the Prosecution with the
responsibility of showing not that Chase acted imwisely, intemperately or
politically, but that his actions were indictable crimes which directly
compromised his ability to perform the judicial function entrusted to him.
Having thus narrowed the acceptable basis for conviction, Martin pro
ceeded to examine exhaustively each of the acts Chase was alleged to have
performed, arguing that they were not illegal and that they did not consti
tute an ifnproper exercise of his office.
Luther Martin's strategy was successful in gaining acquittal for Justice
Chase. Of the eight articles of impeachment, none were sustained by the
necessary two-thirds vote and on only three articles was even a majority of
guilty votes registered.®"
In the trial of Samuel Chase, the Senate made one of its first attempts to
come to grips with the meaning of the impeachment clause of the Constitu
tion. As the principal defense attorney, Luther Martin set forth what remains
the classic strategy for defense against impeachment. First, the attempt to
impeach should be represented as a politically partisan move and an appeal
made for votes against impeachment on the grounds that surely the Senate
should not succumb to such base motives. Second, despite whatever
wrongdoing is imputed to the accused, the question remains as to whether
the acts are properly impeachable acts. In other words, the prosecution must
be forced to extend its burden of proof to include more than evidence of
inappropriate, unwise, or even illegal acts. The accused must be shown to
be totally unfit for office and a threat to the system of government. Those
who followed the defense of Richard Nixon surely recognize that these
basic strategies have not lost their usefulness.
In successfully defending Chase, Luther Martin did the Republic a great
service in that he helped stabilize the political system. As Samuel Eliot
Morison observed:
Had Chase been found guilty on the flimsy evidence presented, there
is good reason to believe that the entire Supreme Court would have
been' impeached and purged. As it was, this trial proved to be the high
watermark of Jefferson's radicalism. Under Chief Justice Marshall
conservatism rallied, and from the Supreme Court there developed a
subtle offensive of ideas—the supremacy of the nation, the rule of law,
and the sanctity of property.®^
Luther Martin was uniquely suited to assume the burden placed upon
him. Through his personal credibility and his considerable intellectual
" Report of Trial, p. 176.
Report of Trial, p. 268.
Morison, p. 363.
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power and ability to persuade he was able to win his case and, in so doing,
to serve his country well. His personal influence in the matter is indicated
by Henry Adams who, in his Life of John Randolph, compares the effect
of Martin and his chief opponent.
If any student of American history, curious to test the relative value
of reputations, will read Randolph's opening address, and then pass on
to the argument of Luther Martin, he will feel the difference between
show and strength, between intellectual brightness and intellectual
power. Nothing can be finer in its way than Martins famous speech.
Its rugged and sustained force; its strong humor, audacity, and dexterity;
its even flow and simple choice of language, free from rhetoric and
affectations; its close and compulsive grip of the law; its good natured
contempt for the obstacles in its way-—all these signs of elemental
vigor were like the forces of nature, simple, direct, fresh as winds and
ocean
^Hemy Adams. Life of John Randolph, (Boston: Houghton and Mifflin Co.,
1898), pp. 145-146.
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STUDENT SPEAKER OF THE YEAR
Information conceming nominations for DSR-TKA Student Speaker of
the Year nominations will be sent to aU chapters soon. The standards and
procedures may be found in the March, 1969 issue of Speaker and Gavel
(pp. 96-97), and questions about the award may be referred to Howard
Steinberg, C/o Dr. Ronald Matlon, Department of Communication Studies,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01002, or Mae Jean Go, c/o
Mrs. Norma Cook, Department of Speech and Theatre, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37916.
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Natlonol Secretary. Ail requests for September of the following year,
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should be sent to the Notional Secre- nBk SPEAKER ond GAVEL. According to
tary ond should be occomponied by present regulations of the society, new
check or money order. Inasmuch as members receive SPEAKER ond GAVEL
all checks ond money orders ore for- yeors following their initiation
worded by the Secretory to the No- if they return the record form sup-
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Tlie Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha National Council ha.s eslabli.shed
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Present policy provides that new members, upon election, are provided
with two years of Speaker and Gavel free of charge. Life members, further
more, who have paid a Life Patron alumni membership fee of $100, likewise
regularly receive Speaker and Gavel. Also receiving each issue are the cur
rent chapter sponsors and the libraries of institutions holding a charter in the
organization.
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Twenty essays which appeared in the Current Criticism department
of Speaker and Gavel between 1966 and 1970 have been reprinted as
a paperback book by Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha.
These studies provide a lively panorama of the significant themes
to which contemporary speakers address themselves. The agonies of
the Vietnam decisions and the emergence of the "black power" issue
strikingly dominate the concerns of speakers and critics alike, but
other issues as well are given rhetorical analysis in this volume.
Copies of Current Criticism may be obtained for $2.50 from
Theodore Walwik, National Secretary, DSR-TKA, Slippery Rock
State College, Slippery Rock, Penna. 16057. They are also available
from the Speech Communication Association, Statler Hilton Hotel,
New York, N.Y. 10001.
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